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 Parameters 

PARAMETERS 

 

PARAMETERS - ARTICLES 

ARTICLES 

 

 
 

Articles can be defined in the application. It can be articles for billing purposes only or physical articles for 

inventory and purchases and sales recording. 
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While pressing REFRESH this screen lists all the existing articles. 
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ARTICLE - DETAIL TAB 

 

 
 

NAME Name of the article. 

The go button jumps to the article name translation. Edit allows 

translating in the proposed language. If there is a translation it 

will be used for reporting purposes. If not the name itself is 

supplied in the article screen will be used. 

 
CODE Article code (alpha-numerical)  

DESCRIPTION Article free description. 

The go button allows translating the description as for the name. 

MANUFACTURER Company/Person manufacturing the article 

REFERENCE 

ARTICLE 

Allows the user to specify linked another  

CATEGORY Allows specifying the category of article. 

Category is also parameters. 

The go button loads the parameters screen to add/edit/delete 

categories. 
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TYPE Field used to specify the type of article. 

 

The go button calls the parameters screens. 

 
The type is a system type allowing the application to give special 

treatment to the articles 

- None: no system type 

- Stock: article used for inventory management 

- Invoice/Timereport: article type used for timereporting 

and billing purposes  

- Transport: article type flagging the article as a transport 

article 

- Tax: tax article type  

- Consign: consign article type 

- Fees: fees article type 

- Expenses: expenses article type 

 

CLIENT INVOICE 

ACCT  

ACCOUNT: Account to be used when the article is selected in a 

client invoice. 

D/C: Debit/Credit the account when the article is selected in a 

client  invoice 

VAT CODE/RATE: VAT code to use when the article is selected 

in a client invoice 

NB: These information are used by default but can be changed at 

the invoice level 

SUPPLIER INVOICE 

ACCT 

ACCOUNT: Account to be used when the article is selected in a 

supplier invoice. 

D/C: Debit/Credit the account when the article is selected in a 

supplier invoice 

VAT CODE/RATE: VAT code to use when the article is selected 

in a supplier invoice 

NB: These information are used by default but can be changed at 

the invoice level 

SUPPLIER Usual supplier of the article (default) 

CURRENCY Currency to use by default when the article is selected in an 

invoice 

INTRASTAT CODE Intrastat code of the article for the instrastat return report 

IBLC CODE IBLC code (EEC) 

BAR CODE Bar code if a bar code reader is connected to the application or if 

user wants to produce labels with bar codes 

UNIT Number of units and unit name used for this article. 

Number of units will multiply the article unit price to obtain the 

total article price. Ex: pen sold by box of ten. Each pen cost 1 

EUR => a box will cost 10 EUR per box. 

The go button allows the user to define the different units: 
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PACKING The Go button calls the screen allowing the user to define the 

different packing (ex: boxes …) 
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MINIMUM / 

MAXIMUM IN STOCK 

Minimum and maximum in stock 

START – END DATE Start date: date at which the article is active (can be selected in 

invoices) 

End Date: date at which the article is no longer used (can’t be 

selected in invoices) 

USUAL ORDER 

QUANTITY 

Usual quantity ordered for the article 

CAN BE BOUGHT 

CAN BE SOLD 

If can be bought checkbox is ticked the article can be used in the 

purchasing process 

If can be sold checkbox is ticked the article can be used in the 

selling process 
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BUTTONS OF ARTICLE SCREEN 

Button COPY Use to copy an article detail. 

One click on the COPY button proposes a new detail of the same 

article already filled in and user must change the article name and 

specify the article code. 

A second click on the COPY button will add the new article? 

Button CLIENT PRICE Call the screen article price (see parameters) 

Button SUPPLIER 

PRICE 

Call the screen article price (see parameters) 

Button ANALYSIS Calls the screens Analysis 

Button CONVERSION Was used to convert article prices from in currencies to EUR. No 

longer used. 

Button DISCOUNT Calls the screen discount received or granted for that article  

(see parameters) 

Button ARTICLE 

COMPONENT 

Calls a screen designed to associate sub-articles to a main article. 

Each time the main article will be used all the sub-articles will be 

called at the same time. (see parameters) 

Button ARTICLE 

EMPLOYEE 

Calls a screen designed to associate an article to an employee 

(see parameters) 

Button ARTICLE 

CLIENT 

Calls the screen article client which allows specifying article sold 

each by client. This allows to filter the articles applicable for each 

client when recording invoices (see inventory and purchase order 

module) 

Button ARTICLE 

SUPPLIER 

Calls the screen article client which allows to specifying article 

purchased by supplier. 

This allows to filter the articles applicable for each supplier when 

recording invoices (see inventory and purchase order module) 
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PARAMETERS - ARTICLES – ARTICLES CATEGORY 

See above in Article section 

 

PARAMETERS - ARTICLES - ARTICLES TYPE 

See above in Article section 

 

PARAMETERS - ARTICLES - ARTICLES DISCOUNT 

 

 
This parameters is about discounts received or granted by article 

 

CODE Article code to select article 

ARTICLE Article name to select article 

CLIENT/SUPPLIER Client or supplier to which the discount is applicable 

FROM QUANTITY Number of items purchased/sold at time at which the discount starts 

to be applicable. If no quantity is specified the discount is applicable 

for the first article purchased/sold 

TO QUANTITY Number of items purchased/sold at time at which the discount ends 

to be applicable. If no quantity is specified the discount is always 

applicable 

DISCOUNT RATE Rate of discount received or granted in percentage 
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PARAMETERS - ARTICLES - ARTICLES PRICE 

This screen allows the user to enter the prices of the articles for purchases or sales. 

 

 
 

Combo Article To display the price for an article the user must select an 

article and select a type client or supplier. 

Combo Type - None 

- Client: display a combo allowing to select a 

client 

- Supplier: display a combo allowing to select a 

supplier 

Combo Supplier / client If no client/supplier is selected the prices of the articles 

is displayed for all clients/suppliers at a time. 

 

In the supplier combo box user can select either 

+++All+++ or a supplier. 

+++All+++ refers to all suppliers if no specific prices 

are entered for the selected article 

 

In the client combo +++Sale price - default+++ refers to 

all client if no specified prices are entered for the 

selected article 
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Display historical prices - Check 

box 

If the check box is ticked (default) all the historical 

prices will be displayed. If not checked only the current 

price will be listed 
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Columns of the Article price grid screen  

SUPPLIER / CLIENT Supplier / client 

START DATE Start date of the price 

END DATE End date of the price 

CURRENCY Currency in which the price is expressed 

UNIT PRICE Unit price 

TOTAL PRICE Total price * UNIT (specified in article data) 

INDEX VALUE Index value to be used to apply an increase to sales 

prices in relation with an indexation 
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PARAMETERS - ARTICLES - ARTICLES EMPLOYEE 

 

Button ARTICLE EMPLOYEE 

 

 
 

This screens allows to associate an article to an employee. 
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PARAMETERS - ARTICLES - ARTICLES COMPONENT 

 

Button ARTICLE COMPONENT 

 

 
 

 

ARTICLE Sub-article to select to add and link to main article 

TYPE - Add with main Article (Qty):  

Each time main article is used in invoicing the sub-articles will 

be used as well (same quantity than main article) 

- Add with main Article (Qty * unit):  

Each time main article is used in invoicing the sub-articles will 

be used as well (same quantity but multiplied by the unit of the 

sub-article) 

- Stock Transfer – Article not invoiced (Qty): 

Sub-Articles are only used for stock movements. No call will be 

done in invoicing  

- Stock Transfer – Article not invoiced (Qty * unit): 

Sub-Articles are only used for stock movements. No call will be 

done in invoicing. Stock movements will be based on quantity 

of the main article multiplied by the unit of the sub-article 

CAN BE 

BOUGHT 

Only if the checkbox is ticked the main article can be bought 

CAN BE SOLD Only if the checkbox is ticked the main article can be sold 
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PARAMETERS - ARTICLES - ANALYSIS DEFAULT 

 

This parameters screen allows defining default data associated to an article. 

These data are meant to give additional information attached to the articles. 

 

 
 

Based on the default when the ANALYSIS button is pressed on the article screen the user can add default 

analysis fields and/or add new specifications. The defaults can be modified and a description specific to the 

article can be added. 

 

 
 

PARAMETERS - ARTICLES - UNIT 

See Parameters – Articles 

 

PARAMETERS - ARTICLES - STOCK 

 

This screen allows defining different stock locations 
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PARAMETERS - ARTICLES –WAY POINT 

 

This screen allows defining way points between two regions. 

The way point name is constituted of the name of the two regions once entered and ADD button pressed. 

 

 
 

Original region GO BUTTON and Destination region GO BUTTON calls a screen allowing defining origin 

regions and destination regions. 
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PARAMETERS - ARTICLES – WAY POINT PRICE 

 

Only Article of system type “TRANSPORT” can be used. 

 

This screen allows the user to specify the price to transport articles (either a default price) or a price by client. 

User has to select: 

ARTICLE: Article of transport system type 

TYPE: client or supplier 

CLIENT - SUPPLIER: depending on the previous selection 

WAY POINT: pre-defined way points 

 

After the selection user can add / edit / Delete prices for the selected transport article and the selected way point. 
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Parameters BANKS 

 

 
 

 

PARAMETERS - BANKS – Bank 

This parameters screen is designed to define banks. 

 

 
 

NAME Name of the bank 

CODE (internal) Bank code 

IBAN Code IBAN code (EEC bank nomenclature) 
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BIC code 

(Bank/country/locality/Agency) 

BIC code (= swift code) of the bank 

House number / street Address 

Locality Address 

National Bank Code Some banks have a national code required for wire 

transfer 
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PARAMETERS - BANKS – Bank Accounts  

 

 
 

 

NUMBER Bank account number 

BANK NAME Refers to the parameter BANK (see parameter above) 

IBAN  NUMBER IBAN Number (EEC nomenclature) 

NAME Name of bank account number 

ACCOUNT HOLDER This combo allows to select a company or a person to indicate 

the account holder 

TYPE Refers to the parameter BANK ACCOUNT TYPE 

(see parameter here after) 

FEE TYPE This field is used for electronic or paper wire transfers 

orders to indicate which party will support the transfer fees 

if any 

- Fees charged to the beneficiary 

- Fees charged to the orders giver 

- Fees shared by both parties 

CURRENCY Currency of the bank account 

ACCOUNT MANAGER This combo allows user to select a person  

OPENING ACCOUNT 

DATE 

Self-explanatory 

CLOSING ACCOUNT 

DATE 

Self-explanatory 
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INTEREST RATE Interest rate info 

MATURITY Number of years before maturity 
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BOUTONS 

 

SIGNATURE Calls the screen allowing to define signature type (see signature type further 

down) 

RELATIONS Calls the screen used to define relations (see RELATION Module) 

CONVERT 

IBAN 

This button transfer the IBAN number into the bank account number field 

CALC IBAN Allows the user to calculate the two modulo digits in IBAN accounts 

nomenclature (EX/ LU?? 0030 6604 1068 0000 become LU71 0030 6604 

1068 0000). The calculation is done base on each specific EEC countries 

IBAN format requirements. 

This function is only available on demand 
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SIGNATURES BY BANK ACCOUNT 

This screen  display a grid with bank power of signatures: 

 

 
  

 
 

Four SELECTION CRITERIA allows the user to research existing information: Authorized signature, Bank 

Account, Account holder, Signature type. 

 

DETAIL TAB 

AUTHORIZED 

SIGNATURE 

Name of the authorized person/company 

BANK ACCOUNT Bank account number 
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SIGNATURE TYPE Signature type field contains the pre-defined parameters (see 

parameter below) 

START DATE Self-explanatory 

END DATE Self-explanatory 

AMOUNT Limit value of the signature 

COMMENT Free comment 

 

 

PARAMETERS - BANKS – Bank accounts type  

 

 
 

NAME Free name of the type (ex: current account, term account …) 

TYPE System types: 

- None: if selected no specific treatment is to be given to 

the type of account created 

- Wire transfers (suppliers): this type is used to indicate 

that the account is to be used for wire transfer orders (on 

paper or electronic) in supplier invoices (see supplier 

invoices) 

- Wire transfers (clients): this type is used to indicate that 

the account is to be used for wire transfer orders (on 

paper or electronic) in client invoices (see client 

invoices) 

- Client invoice: this type indicates the account to be 

selectable in a client invoice combo box in order to 

enable the user to specify on which account the invoice 

has to used 
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PARAMETERS - BANKS – Bank account signature type 

 

This screen allows user to define the different types of signature power: 

Ex: Individual or Collective 

 

 
 

 

 

PARAMETERS - BANKS – IBLC CODES 

 

For some wire transfers in Belgium and Luxembourg countries an IBLC code is mandatory. 

These codes can be used in the wire transfer module (see WIRE TRANSFERS in UTILITIES) 
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Parameters EMPLOYEE/TIMEREPORTS 

 

 
 

PARAMETERS - EMPLOYEE / TIMEREPORT - EMPLOYEE 

 
 

An employee has to be defined for timreporting purposes.  

 

USER: If a user exists, the link is done while selecting the user in the User field. First name and Last name are 

then taken from the user data. 

FIELDS: 

TITLE: If the title doesn’t exist, it can be added manually. Next time it will be available for selection 

FIRST NAME: self-explanatory 

LAST NAME: self-explanatory 

NUMBER: internal employee number 

EXTENSION: Internal phone extension 
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SHORT NAME: Employee short name (by default the application takes the user’s short name) 

MAY BE ASSIGNED: If check box is ticked employee can be assigned on jobs (see Job Assignment) 

MAY BE SCHEDULED: If checked box is ticked employee can be scheduled (see Scheduling module) 

Employee data and screen have already been explained at the beginning of this document. 
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PARAMETERS - EMPLOYEE / TIMEREPORT – TIMEREPORT TYPE 

 

 
 

TIMEREPORT TYPE List box displaying all the timereport type 

CODE Code given to the timereport type (if any) 

NAME Name of the timereport type 

SERVICE Service to which a timereport HAS TO be attached 

ARTICLE Article to which a timereport type can be attached. If there is an 

article attached the timereport type an article field quantity will be 

available for input when encoding timesheets. The number of 

article will be used in automatic invoicing. Example: If payroll 

sheets are produced the number of sheets prepared for a client will 

be specified and will be billed based on the price of the article. 

Hours will consequently not be billed. 

BILLING RATE Billing rates can be defined at different level (see TIMEREPORT 

section). If specified here billing rates will be linked to the 

timreport type when used to input timesheet 

ACTIVE If the check box is ticked the timreport type will be available for 

selection when inputting timesheets 

AUTO INVOICING - YES: If yes is selected the timereport type will be used by 

automatic invoicing module 

- NO: If no is selected the timereport type will be ignored by 

the automatic invoicing module 
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PARAMETERS - EMPLOYEE / TIMEREPORT – SERVICE 

 

 
 

This screen allows the user to define the services rendered to clients 

Each timereport timereport type has to be attached to a service 

 

NAME Name of the service 

CODE Code of the service 

Activation date Date à which the service becomes active 

Deactivation date Date à which the service becomes inactive 

 

PARAMETERS - EMPLOYEE / TIMEREPORT - RATE BY EMPLOYEE AND TIMEREPORT TYPE 

 

This screen is a grid allowing the user to define billing rates used in timereports hours valuation by employee 

and by timereport type. 

Reminder: billing rates can be defined at the employee level and also at the job level. 
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Double click in a cell of the grid will load the screen allowing entering the values: 

 

 

 
 

START 

DATE 

Start date at which the specified rates will be applicable 

END DATE End date 

BILLING 

RATE 

Rate for valuing the hours of the employee. 

INDEX 

VALUE 

Index value used if indexation process is used 

 Historical rates are kept and a timereport will be valued in function of the 

dates of the timereport 
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PARAMETERS - EMPLOYEE / TIMEREPORT – TIMEREPORT PERIOD 

 

 
 

Timereports can only be done if periods exist.  

Here is an example of weekly period (most common view). Period can also be month… 

This screen will condition the screen layout for timereporting. 

 

START DATE Start date of period 

DAYS OF INTERVAL Number of days of interval between two periods. 

Typically in a weekly view 

END DATE End date of the period 

NUMBER OF COLUMNS Number of column of the grid for presenting the days. 

Typically in a weekly view there are 7 columns for 7 days 

ACTIVE If the checkbox is ticked the period is active and 

timereports can be input by users. If not checked no 

timereport will be possible. 

REGULAR HOURS PER 

COLUMNS 

Number of hours of a regular day. 

This parameter is done to condition the colors of the 

display 

MAXIMUM HOURS PER 

COLUMNS 

Maximum number of hours that an employee can enter for 

a regular day 

BLOCKING DATE Blocking date is a field which is not related to period but 

to all periods. The blocking dates allow forbidding 

timereporting in the past. Typically used when invoicing 

hours to avoid employees to change their hours when 

billing has been processed. 
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PARAMETERS - EMPLOYEE / TIMEREPORT – SCEHDULING PERIOD 

 

 

 
 

 

PARAMETERS - EMPLOYEE / TIMEREPORT – EMPLOYEE DIVISION HISTORIC 

 

This screen is designed to track the division to which an employee belongs. 

Start date and end dates allow keeping historical data. 
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PARAMETERS - EMPLOYEE / TIMEREPORT – EMPLOYEE RANK HISTORIC  

 

 
 

This screen allows keeping historical ranks of an employee through start and end dates.
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Parameters MANAGEMENT 

 

 
 

PARAMETERS – MANAGEMENT - Company type 

 

  
 

This screen allows users to store the type of companies. 
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PARAMETERS – MANAGEMENT – Address type 

 

 
 

NAME Name of the address type 

TYPE System type used for specific treatments by the application 

- None: no system type is an address with specific dynamic associated 

- MAIL: Address type used to store mail delivery address 

- LEGAL: Address type used to store legal addresses 

- INVOICING: Address type used when recording invoice to client 

- DELIVERY: Address type used for delivery address in purchase orders 

- PICK UP: Address type used for pick up address in purchase orders 

 

 

PARAMETERS – MANAGEMENT – Phone type 

 

 
 

NAME Name of the phone information type  

TYPE System type used for specific treatments by the application 

- None: no system type is an address with specific dynamic associated 

- TELEPHONE 1  

- TELEPHONE 2  

- FAX 

- RECEPTION  
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- EXTENSION 

- MOBILE 

These system types can be used for specific reports 
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PARAMETERS – MANAGEMENT – Email Type 

 

 
 

NAME Name of the email data type  

TYPE System type used for specific treatments by the application 

- None: no system type is an address with specific dynamic associated 

- PROFESSIONAL  

- PRIVATE 

- MICROSOFT EXCHANGE: this type is used in the DOCUMENT module 

for research on from and to email addresses 

These system types can be used for specific reports. 

 

PARAMETERS – MANAGEMENT - Division 

 

 
 

NAME Name of division 

ACTIVE If the check box is ticked the Division is active and can be used as a parameter in 

all the screen where a division can be specified (Employee, Job, Client). 

If not ticked the division in no longer selectable. 

 

Button COST ALLOCATION allows the user to define default cost allocation by Division. See Cost accounting 

section.  
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PARAMETERS – MANAGEMENT – Document filing location 

 

 
 

This parameter is used in document filing module which allows tracking the documents filed and there location. 

See DOCUMENT FILING MODULE. 

 

PARAMETERS – MANAGEMENT – Document filing type 

 

 
 

This parameter is used in document filing module which allows tracking the documents filed and there location. 

The type allows users to categorize the documents archived. See DOCUMENT FILING MODULE. 

 

PARAMETERS – MANAGEMENT – Document type 

 

 
 

This parameter belongs to the DOCUMENT Module. It allows the user to create different types of documents 

which allows categorizing to documents store and filter researches (see DOCUMENT module). 
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PARAMETERS – MANAGEMENT - Rank 

 

 
 

Ranks can be defined to fit the hierarchy of an organization. 

North, South, East and West arrows are to be used to indent and create dependency levels. 

 

If the check box “MAY ASSIGN”: the employees assigned to that rank are authorized to assign employees on 

job (see ASSIGNMENT in MANAGEMENT module) 

If the check box “MAY SCHEDULE”: the employees assigned to that rank are authorized to schedule 

employees on job (see SCHEDULING module) 
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PARAMETERS – MANAGEMENT -  Relation type 

This parameter is used by the RELATION Module. 

 
 

LABEL Name of the relation type: Ex: Beneficiary owner 

INVERSE 

RELATION  

Inverse related relation type. 

The application allows the user to select all the relations of a company 

and from one of these relations displayed to dynamically change the 

view to see all the relations of the selected relation of the company. 

That’s why each relation can have an inverse relation. 

Because relations can be seen two ways, the wording has to be 

adequately defined. 

Example: 

 COMPANY ABC beneficial owner is PERSON XYZ 

 PERSON XYZ is beneficial owner of COMPANY ABC 

See RELATION module. 

SYSTEM TYPE There are specific actions and dynamics associated to some of the 

system types. Some other are used for specific reporting only: 

- ACCOUNTANT: used for reporting purposes 

- AUDITOR: used for reporting purposes 

- BENEFICIAL OWNER: used for reporting purposes 

- BUSINESS PROVIDER: If a business provider is specified in 

the client data a relation of this system type will automatically 

be created between the client and the specified business 

provider. 

- DIRECTOR: used for reporting purposes 

- DOMICILED COMPANY: If a domiciliation agent is specified 

in the client data a relation of this system type will 

automatically be created between the client and the specified 

domiciliation agent. 
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- EMPLOYEE: used for reporting purposes 

- IN CHARGE FOR LEGAL FOLLOWING: used for reporting 

purposes 

- INVOICE CONTACT: If relations using this system type do 

exist the user will be entitle to select the contact to which the 

invoice has to be sent in the invoice screen. 

- LIQUIDATOR: used for reporting purposes 

- MANAGER: used for reporting purposes 

- PARTNER (REGISTER): When using the shareholders register 

module user will be entitled to automatically generate a relation 

of this type based on the shareholders specified in the 

shareholders ‘register module. 

- PURCHASE / SALE CONTACT: If relations using this system 

type do exist the user will be entitled to select the contact in 

connection with a purchase order among these relations. 

- SHAREHOLDER (REGISTER):  When using the shareholders 

register module user will be entitled to automatically generate a 

relation of this type based on the shareholders specified in the 

shareholders ‘register module. 

- STATUTORY AUDITOR: used for reporting purposes 

- TRUSTEE: used for reporting purposes 

 

CATEGORY Allows the user to categorize the relation types. 

NB: not mandatory 

PRINT If the check box is ticked this relation will appear on the reports printed 

out. 

If not check the relation will not appear on the reports. 

COPY RIGHTS If this check box is ticked a specific dynamic related to the rights 

management is activated. 

Example: The relation type beneficial owner is a relation that can’t be 

seen by everybody. The rights assigned will manage the access in this 

respect. 

If not only the relations can’t be seen but the company or person part of 

the relation itself can’t be seen this checkbox has to be activated. 

Obviously if the company/person part of the protected relation has 

other unprotected relations this restriction doesn’t make sense and the 

rights will be amended accordingly automatically by this feature. 

 

Button RIGHTS:  calls a screen allowing assigning rights to the selected relation type. 
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To the left are all the existing groups of rights and all the users. 

Using the ASSIGN and REMOVE buttons users give the write to see the relations of this type to the groups or 

employees assigned. 

If no right is specified a user who has the right to access the screen of the relations will see the relation type.  

Once a right has been assigned to a group and/or a user only the assigned users will be able to see the relations 

of the selected type.  
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PARAMETERS – MANAGEMENT – Reminder type 

 

 
 

This screen allows the user to define type of reminder (agenda). 

Ex: Shareholders ‘meetings , Board of Directors meeting 

 

NAME Name of the type of agenda 

DISPLAY 

TYPE 
- Always displayed 

- Displayed in calendar 

- Not Displayed in calendar 

SYSTEM 

TYPE 

These system types are meant to be used for specific reporting 

purposes. They allow retrieving different type of information 

without depending on the wording used by a client. 

- General Ordinary assembly 

- General extraordinary assembly 

- Board of Directors 

- Shareholder invitation 

- Directors invitation 

- Other event 

- Maturity relation 
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PARAMETERS – MANAGEMENT – Reminder / Meeting : type of participants 

 

 
This parameters is used in the SOCIAL EVENTS MANAGEMENT Module. 

This module uses the agenda to plan the shareholders (bondholders) and board of Directors meetings. 

There is a function which will create an automatic list of participants based on the existing relations (If the 

relations are used and kept updated). 

 

NAME Name of the participant 

RELATION TYPE Relation (module RELATION) to be used to create a list of 

participants at a meeting. When the type of participant is used in 

an detailed agenda the application will be able to make the link 

with the appropriate type of relation to constitute the assembly. 

SYSTEM TYPE - OFFICE: member of the “bureau” part of a shareholders 

meeting or directors meeting  

- BOND HOLDER: self-explanatory 

- ADMINISTRATOR: self-explanatory 

- SHAREHOLDER: self-explanatory 

- NONE 
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PARAMETERS – MANAGEMENT - Tasks 

 

This parameter is used in the module TASKS MANAGEMENT. 

This screen is designed to create standard tasks available to assign to the jobs. 

 

 
 

Button ADD / EDIT / DELETE Used to add a new task name 

Button SUB TASKS Activate the screen below to create the tasks descriptions, 

level and hierarchy 

Buttons ADD / UPDATE / 

DELETE 

Add update or delete sub tasks 

North-South-East-West arrows Allow to move the tasks items in the indicated direction 

 

 

PARAMETERS – MANAGEMENT -  Client type 

 

  
 

This parameter is used to create type of clients (free categories).
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PARAMETERS – MANAGEMENT – Supplier type 

 

 
 

This parameter is used to create type of suppliers (free categories). 

 

PARAMETERS – MANAGEMENT – Flie content 

This parameter screen allows the user to create standard file content (module FILE CONTENT). 

The file names and contents defined will be assignable to company/persons. 

First row of ADD/EDIT/DELETE button are used to create name of the file 

Bottom row of ADD/EDIT/DELETE button are used to manage the different items comprised in a file. 
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PARAMETERS – MANAGEMENT – Type of periodic duties 

 

 

 
PERIODIC DUTIES is a module allowing the build list of significant items to follow upon. 

Based on this parameters the application will build columns with all the value and allow the user to follow up on 

the existing items for each accounting period. 

 

NAME Name of the periodic duties 

CATEGORY Free categorization of the items 

TYPE System types used for reporting purposes 

- None 

- Balance sheet deposit filing date 

- Proxy reception 

- RCSL 

- Balance sheet date 

- LSO Registration number 

- AGO date (shareholders meeting date) 

- Comment 

- Bilan reception date (balance sheet) 

- AGO effective date (Shareholders meeting) 

- LSO registration date 

- Number of proxies 

 

DISPLAY TYPE Display type is done to customize the differentiate the information (items 

to follow up on) between companies and persons 

- All 

- Company 

- Person 

NUMBER Number refers to the column position 

TYPE OF 

VALUE 

- Date 

- Text 

Allows to determine the type of information to input in the cell  
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PARAMETERS – MANAGEMENT – Index type 

 

 
 

This parameter is used for indexation processes: Employee rates, automatic billings and article prices. It allows 

the user to define the index usable. 

 

COUNTRY Combo box to select the country (filter) 

NAME  Name of the index 

COUNTRY To specify the country in which the index is applicable 

 

 

PARAMETERS – MANAGEMENT – Capital type 

 

This parameter is used in the SHAREHOLDER REGISTER module to quality the type of movements. 

 

 
 

NAME  Name of the capital movement 

TYPE Predefined System types: 

- CAPITAL CONVERSION: currency change of capital 

- STOCK EXCHANGE: Shares of the register at the stock 

exchange  

- CONVERSION INTO BEARER SHARES: conversion of 

nominative shares into bearer shares  

- TRANSFER: transfer of shares from one shareholder to another 

- SUBSCRIPTION – DECREASE: Decrease of the number of 

shares for a shareholder (capital decrease) 

- SUBSCRIPTION – INCREASE: new shares at capital increase 

- SUBSCRIPTION – INCORPORATION: new shares at 

incorporation  

- NONE: non system type associated 
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PARAMETERS – MANAGEMENT – Capital share type 

 

 
 

NAME  Name of the share type 

TYPE SYSTEM TYPE: 

- ORDINARY SHARES 

- PRIVILEGED SHARES 

- FOUNDER SHARES 

- SHARES WITH NO VOTING RIGHTS 

- NONE 

 

 

PARAMETERS – MANAGEMENT – Job Type 

 

, 

Job type is a parameter used to categorize jobs. 

 

NAME  Name of the job type 

CATEGORY System type for reporting purposes (These system types are correlated to 

the types of automatic billing types) 

- Flat fee – Excess billable:  

- Flat fee with prestations 

- Flat fee without prestations 

- Special 

- None 
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PARAMETERS – MANAGEMENT - NACE 

 

European NACE nomenclature codes available in Company/Person data. 

 

 
 

 

NAME  Name of the NACE  

CODE EEC code 
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Parameters SECURITIES 

 

 
 

 

SECURITIES – Depository location 

 

Parameter used to define the depositary bank for recording securities transactions. 
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SECURITIES – Off balance sheet category 

 

Parameter used to define the different types of off balance-sheet commitments. 

 

 
 

LABEL Name of the type of commitment 

TYPE System types: 

- GIVEN 

- RECEIVED 

- OUTRIGHTS / SWAPS 

 

 

SECURITIES – Security type 

 

 
 

NAME Name of the type of security 

CALCULATE - PERCENT: for bonds 

- AMOUNT: for shares (no interest computation) 

- BANK DEBT: for bank debt 

COUPON DATE 

DIFFERENCE 

User can specify a number of days to add or deduct to the 

application standard methods of interest computation in case a 

type of security requires it 

VALUE DATE 

DIFFERENCE 

Same thing for the value date difference used to compute the 

purchased and sold interests 
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SECURITIES – Security activity category 

 

 
 

This parameter is used to define activity sector of the companies represented by the securities purchased in 

portfolio. This is an add-in information of the securities details. 

 

 

SECURITIES – Stock exchange 

This screen allows defining different stock exchange needed for the securities reevaluation processes. 
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Parameters MISCELLANEOUS (Region/Country/Index/Currency rates/Holiday/Language) 

 

 

 
 

Parameters MISCELLANEOUS - Region(country)  

 

This screen allows defining different regions used in the country parameter. 
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Parameters MISCELLANEOUS - Country 

 

In this screen Countries and currencies are defined. 

 

 
 

COUNTRY NAME Name of the country 

COUNTRY CODE ISO CODE of the country 

COUNTRY POSTAL 

CODE 

Postal code prefix to use for addresses in the country 

NATIONALITY Nationality associated to the country 

CURRENCY Currency of the country 

FREE DATE / RATE Date of the entrance in EURO currency and fixed rate at which the 

currency has been converted into euro 

START – END DATE Start date and end date of the currency 

A currency with an end date can no longer be used in transactions 

CURRENCY NAME Name of the currency of the country 

If the CHECK BOX use this currency is ticked the currency will 

be used in the grid of the currency rates 

CURRENCY 

ROUNDING 

Number of decimals positions  

and  

way to round .5 after the last significant decimal 

- No rounding 

- Round always down (ex: 9.125 becomes 9.00) 

- Round always up (ex: 9.125 becomes 10.00) 

- .5 remain .5 (ex: 9.5 = 9.5) 

- .5 is down rounded (ex: 9.125 becomes 9.12) 

- .5 is up rounded (ex: 9.125 becomes 9.13) 

 

REGION Region associated with the country 

See parameters region. 
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Parameters MISCELLANEOUS – Index  

 

 
 

This screen allows the user entering the index value for the index type selected 

The grid display all the historical data  

INDEX 

TYPE 

Combo box to select the index type for which the user is willing to enter 

store values 

START 

DATE 

Self-explanatory 

END DATE Self-explanatory 

INDEX 

VALUE 

Self-explanatory 
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Parameters MISCELLANEOUS - Currency rates 

Currency rates screen allows the user storing the currency rates of all the active currencies (see COUNTRY 

parameter) 

This grid is a cross-table expression of all currencies in all other currencies. 

Ex:  

1 EUR = 1,344900 AUD (first column) 

1 AUD = 0,743550 EUR (second column) 

 

Rates are encoded in the first column against the REFERENCE CURRENCY as specified in the options. 

 

 
 

Usually the currency rates are shared for all databases. The supervisor will link (see Application UTILITIES) 

the currency rates tables of the database. 

If however one accounting database needs to have exchange rates from a different source it is possible to have 

specific rates through unlinking the table. Application supervisor will be the only one able to do so with the 

assistance of the help desk. 

 

CURRENCY Combo box used to select the reference currency in which all other 

currencies are expressed. 

If another currency is selected all the rates are recomputed to express the 

rates against that currency 

INVERT In the first column (INPUT COLUMN) all the rates are displayed as 

follows: 1 unit of the reference currency = X of the other currency in the 

lines. 

All the other columns are computed values. 

If the INVERT check box is ticked all the rates will be display the other 

way around  in the first column (1 of each row currency  = X of the other 

currency in the column) 

 

FIXED RATES If FIXED RATE check box is ticked the rates of the fixed rates of the 

currencies will also be displayed 
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INPUT OF NEW RATES: 

By default the currency selected is the reference currency. 

User has to enter a date in the START DATE field (format 38/10/2011) and click ADD 

This first column is the column in which the user can enter the rates (typing the rate followed by enter key). 

All the currencies displayed are the currencies for which the check box USE is ticked in the country parameter 

screen. 

 

 
 

MULTIPLE CURRENCY RATE button 

 
 

User select the reference currency and the desired currency. All the rates between the two currencies are 

displayed for the selected period.  
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Parameters MISCELLANEOUS – Holiday 

 

This screen is to be used to record all legal holiday. 

These days will be flagged in the calendar of the agenda (REMINDER MODULE) 

 

 
 

 

TOP OF THE SCREEN 

COUNTRY 

Fields at the top are used for selection  

Country for which the user wants to see the data 

START DATE – END DATE Period searched 

SORT BY (ASCENDING/ 

DESCENDING) 

Sort criteria (date or country) 

BOTTOM OF THE SCREEN 

COUNTRY 

Fields at the bottom are used for input 

Country for which user wants to enter a holiday 

DATE Date of the holiday 

NAME Name of the holiday 
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Parameters MISCELLANEOUS - Language 

 

Language is a kind of system parameter. 

User might add a language but the language wouldn’t be supported by the application for the reporting and 

menu translation. Only languages listed are supported. 

 

Help file name, Utils help file name, Document file name are fields to be used to parameter the help file 

reference. This feature will be soon operational. 

 

 

 
 


